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The Kitchen Furniture Co.

Since 1867 we’ve been working with 
timber, shaping it, carving it and crafting 
it into things of great beauty. With an 
esteemed background in the design 
and production of kitchen cabinetry, 
it was a logical evolution to move into 
the production of this collection of 
complimentary furniture. 

The collection boasts simple honest design combined with luxurious timbers, sumptuous 
paint finishes and an unwavering attention for design detailing and quality.

The furniture has been designed to complement the Burbidge range of kitchens, allowing 
you to create a harmonious furnished kitchen. Designed and produced in the same UK 
workshop as our kitchens; you will find they are also crafted with equal attention to detail 
and exacting quality standards.

To view the range of Burbidge kitchens visit www.burbidge.co.uk
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The Palette

Our furniture collection is available in 
natural oak as well as a choice of 25 
stunning colours, from timeless classics to 
bold contemporary shades.

The range has been cleverly developed so that all the pieces co-ordinate beautifully with each 
other, giving you the chance to create your own unique look, with something to suit all tastes 
and lifestyles.

Designed and produced in the same UK workshops as our kitchens, the natural oak and painted 
colours are all hand sprayed to order with equal attention to detail and the same exacting 
quality standards.

Sharing a colour palette with the Burbidge kitchen range, a key attraction is the ability to 
harmonise the colour choices within your kitchen for both the cabinetry and your chosen 
furniture pieces. For more choice, and to see our latest innovations, visit us online at www.
thekitchenfurnitureco.com

Colour Reproduction

Due to variables between photographic and print processes, colour may vary from the actual  
product supplied. Swatches are available to order from our website www.thekitchenfurnitureco.com

Pebble

Natural

Black

Dark Brown

Light Cream

Natural Oak
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Frost Gooseberry Mussel Sage Maize

Mist Cornflower Blue Celadon Slate Oxford Blue

Putty Cashmere Hessian Jute Aubergine

French Grey Lead Soft Grey Cement Charcoal

White Bone Chalk Alabaster Ivory
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1 Dee 190cm extendable table in painted chalk finish with solid oak table top teamed with Arden in 
Jute with Natural upholstery.

 View the full range of painted colours available on page 4.
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Dee table & Arden chair

featured chair 
Arden

The versatile Dee table has a small stopped bevel detail on the leg to add interest and design to the 
table. Available in 3 different sizes, in a choice of natural oak or painted oak finish, with a natural oak 
table top, this design is perfect for either a kitchen or dining setting. A table for all occasions, the 
190cm Dee is easily extendable from seating eight up to twelve comfortably

The Arden loom chair sits perfectly with the painted Chalk Dee table, with it’s fabric upholstery 
echoing the timeless neutral shade. Produced in a traditional weaving process and skilfully fitted to a 
sturdily constructed solid beech frame, Arden is then hand coloured to your order. The comfortable 
upholstered seat is available in a choice of two finishes, Natural and Pebble.
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Dee table & Arden chair

All of our tables are available in 3 sizes 
with a choice of a solid or veneered oak  
top. The 190cm size table is available  
as an extendable version in both table  
top options and all table designs.

1 Dee 190cm extendable table in painted chalk finish with solid oak table top teamed with Arden in 
Jute with Natural upholstery.

 View the full range of painted colours available on page 4.1
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Our clever extendable mechanism is neatly housed within the front and rear rails of the table’s 
carriage. Extend the two supporting beams at either end then neatly attach the extension pieces  
into the fixings hidden beneath the table top. The extension pieces can be stored separately when  
not in use.

featured chair 
Arden
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1 Helmsdale 160cm table in natural oak finish with solid oak table top teamed with  
Savernake chair in a natural oak finish.

2 Savernake is shown here in the natural oak finish with an upholstered seat in Natural. 
The upholstered seat is also available in Pebble.

1 2
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Helmsdale table & Savernake chair

A country classic, Helmsdale epitomises luxury and elegance, a style which radiates quality within a 
kitchen setting. Constructed using the finest solid oak timber, the beautiful wood grain patterning 
provides unique character and substance, whilst a painted finish offers co-ordinated styling within 
the kitchen.

Savernake is the archetypal farmhouse chair, well suited to the Helmsdale table. The chair exudes 
solidity and permanence with a tall slatted back to add comfort and support to the frame. Whilst 
available in the usual natural oak and painted finishes Savernake is also available in both of these 
finishes with an upholstered seat.

featured chair 
Savernake

featured chair 
Savernake
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Helmsdale table & Savernake chair

Constructed from solid timber the chairs 
and tables have been designed to give 
both aesthetic appeal and to ensure years 
of regular comfortable use.

1 Helmsdale 160cm table in a French Grey painted  finish with solid oak table top teamed  
with Savernake chair also in a French Grey painted finish with contrasting natural oak seat.

 View the full range of painted colours available on page 4.1
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The Helmsdale table and Savernake chair are made to order in a natural oak finish or our palette of  
painted colours. The Savernake seats are available either upholstered, co-ordinated in finish to the 
chair frame or in a contrasting natural oak for painted chairs.

featured chair 
Savernake
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Ken

1 Kennet 160cm table in a natural oak finish with a veneered oak table top, teamed with Kennet 
bench in a Lead painted finish. The Burnham chairs are shown in a mix of Lead and Cornflower 
Blue painted finishes with contrasting natural oak seats.

2 All of our seat pads are tailored to fit the individual chairs or benches within the range and  
are available in either Natural or Pebble fabric shades. The bench seat pad has a special  
non-slip backing.

2
1
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net table, Burnham chair & Kennet bench

The honest, simple style of the Kennet table has great presence, with the strong square  
shape holding timeless appeal. Mirroring this design, the Kennet bench provides useful  
extra seating for family occasions and can be combined with any of the chairs and tables  
in the collection. The Burnham chair, crafted from solid European Oak, completes the look. 
The clean lines of Burnham combine comfort with contemporary appeal featuring a shaped 
seat, available in both the natural oak and painted finishes.

featured chair 
Burnham

featured bench 
Kennet

Shaped, tailored seat pads are  
available for all of the chairs and  
benches in our collection.
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Kennet table & Savernake chair

Informal dining brings everyone 
together in the true heart of the home.

1 Kennet 160cm table in a Chalk painted finish with solid oak table top teamed with  
Savernake chairs in a natural oak finish with upholstered seats in Natural.

1
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The Kennet table is shown here in a painted finish with Savernake in a natural oak finish with 
upholstered seats. All of our upholstered chairs and seat pads are ScotchGard™ treated for spills.

featured chair 
Savernake
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1 Kielder 160cm table in a natural oak finish with solid oak table top teamed with Kielder chair  
in a natural oak finish and seat pads in Natural fabric.

2 All of our products feature a brushed aluminium plaque, our seal of quality and a beautiful  
design feature.

3 Kielder stool in a natural oak finish.

2

3
1
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Kielder table, chair & bar stool

Designed by Belgian architect, Bob Van Reeth, the Kielder table, chair and stool are characterised 
by strong geometric shapes – with each element of the construction revealing Van Reeth’s close 
attention to detail. The result is a design with striking lightness and great elegance. The Kielder chair 
is shown here with tailored seat pads for additional comfort.

featured chair 
Kielder

featured bar stool 
Kielder
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Kielder table & Burnham chair

If your kitchen is the social hub  
of the home, we can ensure your  
furniture choice not only exudes  
style but is entirely practical.

Wonderfully interchangeable, the Kielder  table  also works beautifully with the  
Burnham  chair, with its simple slatted back rest and fine frame and legs.

1 Kielder 160cm table in a natural oak finish with solid oak table top teamed with 
Burnham chairs in a natural oak finish.

featured chair 
Burnham

1
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Spey table & Amboise chair

1 Spey 160cm table in a painted Mist finish with solid oak table top teamed with Amboise chairs 
also in a painted Mist finish with natural oak seats.

2 Spey table and Amboise chair in a painted Chalk finish with solid natural oak table top and seats1
2
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Designed to compliment the individual 
style of your home, quality shines through 
in every detail.

The Spey table has a slim tapered leg design featuring decorative beading on the outside edge.  
This beading detail is continued through to the tables carriage, appearing on the bottom of each rail –  
a beautiful design feature particularly in the painted finish. 

The elegant “cross backed” Amboise chair sits perfectly with the Spey table. The  chair combines 
a lightness of style with a solid beech construction, designed for both its aesthetic qualities and 
sturdiness to give years of regular comfortable use. Amboise is only available in a painted option  
with either an oak or painted seat.

featured chair 
Amboise
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Spey table, Kielder chair & stool

1 Kielder 160cm table in natural oak finish with solid 
oak table top teamed with Kielder chair and stool in 
natural oak.

We only use the best solid timber  
to create perfect hardwood furniture  
that will deliver years of kitchen and  
dining pleasure.

featured chair 
Kielder

featured bar stool 
Kielder

1
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Milly & Burnham bar stool

1 Burnham bar stool in Painted Putty.

2 Burnham bar stool in Painted Soft Grey.

3 Milly bar stool in Light Cream.
1

2
3
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The fully upholstered Milly bar stool is available in a choice of three colours – light cream, dark brown 
or black – and would look at home in any kitchen setting.

The Burnham bar stool is available in a natural oak or painted finish and features a neat, metal foot 
rest for extra practicality.

featured bar stool 
Burnham

featured bar stool 
Milly



Tables

Dee Helmsdale Kennet

Kielder Spey Table Top Options  

An extendable table 90 x 190 – 280cm is  
also available.

An extendable table 90 x 190 – 280cm is  
also available.

An extendable table 90 x 190 – 280cm is  
also available.

An extendable table 90 x 190 – 280cm is  
also available.

An extendable table 90 x 190 – 280cm is  
also available.

Details 
Available with 32mm naturally finished solid oak  
table top or 28mm veneered oak table top. 

Dimensions 
Available in 3 sizes:

Details 
Available with 32mm naturally finished solid oak  
table top or 28mm veneered oak table top. 

Dimensions 
Available in 3 sizes:

Details 
Available with 32mm naturally finished solid oak  
table top or 28mm veneered oak table top. 

Dimensions 
Available in 3 sizes:

Details 
Available with 32mm naturally finished solid oak  
table top or 28mm veneered oak table top. 

Dimensions 
Available in 3 sizes:

Details 
Available with 32mm naturally finished solid oak  
table top or 28mm veneered oak table top. 

Dimensions 
Available in 3 sizes:

The two options of table tops; solid oak or the more cost 
effective oak veneer, means that you can chose based on your 
preference. Both tops can be used for any of the table designs 
in the Kitchen Furniture Co range. All imagery in this brochure 
shows the solid Oak top, with the exception of the photography 
on page 13-14, as well as the front cover.

90 x 90cm 90 x 160cm 90 x 190cm

90 x 90cm 90 x 160cm 90 x 190cm

90 x 90cm 90 x 160cm 90 x 190cm

90 x 90cm 90 x 160cm 90 x 190cm

90 x 90cm 90 x 160cm 90 x 190cm

All of our tables are available in either a natural oak finish or the complete painted palette. The table tops are always natural oak.

32mm solid oak

28mm veneered oak
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Chairs, Stools & Benches

Details 
Painted or naturally finished solid 
oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
92 x 45 x 49cm

Details 
Painted or naturally finished solid 
oak seat.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
62 x 35 x 35cm

Burnham chair Burnham bar stool Kielder chair 

Kielder bar stool 

Details 
Painted or naturally finished solid 
oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
90.5 x 45.5 x 49.5cm

Details 
Painted or naturally finished solid 
oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
88 x 41 x 44cm

Amboise 
*Only available in our palette  
of painted finishes.

Kennet bench

Seat pads Bench Seat pads 

Details 
Painted or naturally finished solid 
oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
91 x 43 x 48cm

Details 
Painted or naturally finished veneered 
oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x L x D) 
47.8 x 150 x 35cm

Details 
Available in cream, brown or black 
faux leather.

Dimensions (H x L x D) 
84 – 108 x 37 x 51cm

Arden 
*Only available in our palette  
of painted finishes.

Details 
Fabric upholstered seat in Natural 
or Pebble.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
93 x 43 x 55cm

Savernake Milly bar stool

Shaped seat pads with neat velcro ties, available in two contemporary shades: 
Pebble and Natural. Removable Scotch Gard™ treated covers which are 
machine washable.

We recommend the use of seat pads to prolong the finish of a painted chair 
seat or bench.

The bench seat pad features a practical non slip backing and is available in 
two shades Pebble and Natural. See page 14.

Details 
Upholstered, painted or naturally 
finished solid oak seat.

Accessories 
Tailored seat pads available.

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
106 x 48 x 50cm

All of our chairs, stools and benches are available in either a natural oak finish or the complete painted palette.*
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